Lifetime of reactive scattering resonances: Q-matrix analysis and angular momentum dependence for the F+H2 reaction by the hyperquantization algorithm.
We report a study on the behavior with total angular momentum J of several resonances occurring at collision energies below or slightly above the reaction barrier in the F+H2-->HF+H reaction. Resonance positions and widths are extracted from exact time-independent quantum mechanical calculations using the hyperquantization algorithm and Smith's Q-matrix formalism which exploits complete S-matrix information. The results confirm previous work but provide much greater insight. Identification of quasi-bound states responsible for the resonances based on adiabatic models for the long-range atom-molecule interactions both in the entrance and exit channels, is successful except for the feature occurring at the lowest energy, which is found to overlap with an exit-channel resonance for J approximately 7. The two features are analyzed as overlapping resonances and their excellent Lorentzian fits, with well-behaved J-dependences of positions and widths, support the interpretation of the low-energy feature as a resonance to be associated to the triatomic transition state of the reaction. Resonance role on the reactive observables (integral cross sections and angular distributions) is investigated. The mechanism leading to forward scattering in the reactive differential cross section is commented, while the effects on rate constants, as well as the sensitivity of the resonance pattern to modification of the potential energy surface, are fully discussed elsewhere.